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DIGITAL TWINS
• A digital twin of a system is usually defined as

a virtual representation of a system consisting
in a virtual model accurately reflecting it,
updated with real-time data provided by
suitable sensors capturing key data about the
functions of the system.

• The virtual model can be run to simulate the
behavior of the system compare with the
actual system’s performance and use this
information to feed machine learning and
other AI techniques to assist decision making
and generate insights that can be applied back
to improve the physical system.



LIKE MOLIÈRE’S BOURGEOIS,    WE 
SPOKE IN PROSE WITHOUT 

KNOWING IT

• EU Projects on: AI techniques, Knowledge-Based, 

Inference systems, Traffic Simulation for Traffic 

Management  TRYS (Hernandez et al. 1999), FLUIDS 

(Hernández 1999) or KITS (Kirschfink et al. 2000).

• MOTIC Arhitecture, Boero et a. (1999)

• European Symposium on Intelligent Techniques

ESIT’2000, Aachen, 2000

• Kirschfink et al. (2000), Advanced Knowledge 

Modeling Techniques to Intelligent Traffic 

Management Systems (ITMS)

• ENTERPRICE (DG XIII/ATT) (1995-99)

• WAYFLOW (2001-2003)

• MADRID Calle 30 (2007-2008)

• Aimsun OnLine→ Aimsun Live

• OPTIMA

• ….

• ….
Source: J. Barceló & M. Martínez (2021), Dynamic Traffic Management: A Bird’s Eye View. Chapter 6 in  “The Evolution of 
Travel Time Information Systems”, Springer Tracts on Transportation and Traffic 19, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-

89672-0_6





UNDERSTANDING URBAN MOVEMENTS OF 
PASSENGERS (& FREIGHT)

ACCESSIBILITY: the ability of people and
goods to be at the places where activities
take place in due time, it measures the ease
of reaching destinations

MOBILITY: refers to the physical movement of
people and goods to overcome the spatial
separation of activities consequence of the
urban spatial structure determined by the
land use and the physical connectivity
provided by the transport infrastructure.

TRANSPORT SYSTEM: has the goal of
getting people to activities and getting
goods to market.

Adapted from: Guidance for transport planning and policymaking in the face of an uncertain future, G 
Lyons, C Davidson - Transportation Research Part A: Policy and Practice, 2016

https://scholar.google.com/scholar?oi=bibs&cluster=7532208785388186698&btnI=1&hl=en


REALITY, VIRTUAL 
REALITY, MODELS

0

A model formally organizes what we know, or we 
think we know, about a system in order to 
predict how it might behave in the present, 
future or past, as well as how it might respond 
to external influence

• Hypothesis: Data contain information about 
the generating phenomenon 

• Data processing and analysis: aimed at 
finding such information

RENÉ MAGRITTE: The Treachery of Images



2D VISUALIZATIONS 
(e.g. HEAT MAPS)
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• Polycentric Cities
• “Urban Villages”
• The 15 minutes City

CONCLUDING REMARKS → CHALLENGES:
DO WE HAVE ALL DATA WE NEED?
ARE WE ABLE TO IDENTIFY ALL SIGNIFICANT BEHAVIORAL 
PATTERNS?
HOW TO PROPERLY REFLECT THE CITY AS COMPLEX SYSTEM?
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Modeling the city 
through human behavior 

300.000 Km/s
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Planos de Información del Plan General de 
Ordenación Urbana y Territorial de la Comarca de Barcelona (1970)

300.000 Km/s



Plaça de les Glòries 1960 Plaça de les Glòries 2020

300.000 Km/s



New urban drivers

Climate change
Health

New productivity

New urban mobility

Increasing small movements

Decreasing big movements

More intermodality

More capillarity

Less systematic more erratic

New urban data
 

Accidental
Open

Everywhere

300.000 Km/s

New urban futures



AMB described through INRIX data (2014)

real time mobility

300.000 Km/s



atNight 2013

300.000 Km/s

car by car



Freight delivery Routes 2019

300.000 Km/s

from people to freight



Nocturnal landscape report (2017)

300.000 Km/s

crowded streets



Money commuting in Madrid seen with BBVA data (2015)
money mobility



Prepandemic and pandemic movements INE data (2020)
shifting to telework



AMB described through slow roads with OSM data  (2014)

slow mobility network

300.000 Km/s



People and light / Nocturnal landscape report (2017)

impacts of mobility in social activities

300.000 Km/s



Pere IV refurbishing survey (2015)



the distance from  A to B

A B

Walking & biking

300.000 Km/s

New paradigm













new urban models

We will need to include human behavior
(gender, care mobility…)

Speed is not the only KPI
(how pleasant, how interesting)

Impacts on societal organization
(less mobility -> more social clustering)



THANKS!

300.000 Km/s
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The role of data and data base models in 
the context of digital twins

01

How to deal with data & digital twins?



A digital twin is a virtual representation of a real-world that serves as the indistinguishable digital
counterpart of it for practical purposes, such as system simulation, integration, testing, monitoring,
and maintenance.

It is supported in 3 main pillars:

• A model
• An evolving set of data
• A means of dynamically updating the model with data observations

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simulation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System_integration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System_testing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System_monitor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maintenance_(technical)


The role of
data and data 
based models

• System monitoring
• Informing models design and update



System 
monitoring

• continuous monitoring
• early detection of new trends
• impact evaluation of interventions



VENUS

TITLE

Motosharing modal share before and after COVID



VENUS

TITLE

Evolution of daily mobility

https://www.mitma.gob.es/ministerio/covid-19/evolucion-movilidad-big-data

https://www.mitma.gob.es/ministerio/covid-19/evolucion-movilidad-big-data


• There is not a single data source that provides the full picture
• We need data fusion and models for the full reconstruction of the reality
• A change in observed patterns does not mean a new trend

Sounds Good but …



VENUS

Road Train

Air Sea

Data
• Mobile pone data
• Network
• Service supply (operators)
• Ticketing data (operators)

• Open data:
https://observatoriotransporte.mitma.es/estudio-experimental

Inter-province mobility

https://observatoriotransporte.mitma.es/estudio-experimental


• recreate a real system

• are supported by A model

• are fed by an evolving set of data

• support simulations and testing

Suppose that they continuously updated: Are previous examples a digital twin?



Data based models:
• allow predicting “observed behaviours”
• are easy to calibrate and update

But:
• Do not allow predictions on behaviours not observed in the original data

To go beyond descriptive analysis we need complex models



Data based models:
• allow predicting “observed behaviours”
• are easy to calibrate and update

But:
• Do not allow predictions on behaviours not observed in the original data

To go beyond descriptive analysis we need complex models

Simulation of what if
scenarios require
integration with transport
models



Informing models 
design & update



• extract mobility patterns
• identify outliers and new trends in longitudinal data
• identify explicative variables for observed behaviour
• classify mobility patterns

Data and data based models can help to:

Key for the development and 
update of traditional or 
behavioural (activity) based 
models, most needed for an 
accurate simulation of evolving 
complex systems.
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Final thoughts

1. Data on its own is just data (we need a question and a model)

2. There is not “one data fits all purposes”

3. The final objective of the digital twin (the question the be answered) determines:

• the optimal combination of data sources and the methodologies to do fuse it

• the model(s) to support the digital twin

4. Digital twins may required a model or a set of models

5. The performance of digital twins may be benefited from a hybrid model approach

(data-based + activity-agent based + aggregated models)
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